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Back By Popular Demand Remington® Model 700™ Sendero® SF™ 
Returns to Specialty Rifle Line-Up 

Madison, NC - With the overwhelming response to the absence of a heavy barreled, 
magnum bolt action rifle, Remington is proud to re-introduce the Model 700 Sendero in an 
updated version for 2006. The Model 700 Sendero SF II will be offered in five hard
hitting, flat-shooting magnum calibers including .264 Win Mag (a reintroduction to Model 
700 chamberings), 7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag, 7mm Rem Ultra Mag and .300 Rem 
Ultra Mag. 

Following on the successful launch of the upgraded vsn1 (Varmint Synthetic) line last 
year, the Model 700 Sendero SF II wears a similarly redesigned H S Precision black 
composite stock, distinctive with its gray webbed finish. The addition of a full length 
aluminum bedding block provides rigid action support for consistent shot placement. An 
enhanced grip with ambidextrous palm swell and dual swivel studs on the fore-end for the 
easy attachment of sling and bipod are also incorporated in the redesign. 

The varmint style, heavy contour 26-mch barrel 1s constructed of 416 stainless steel with 
concave target-style crown and features six longitudinal flutes Both the solid steel 
receiver and hammer-forged, fluted barrel have a spin polished finish. The heat-dissipating 
flutes are accented with a black powder-coat finish. Completing this Model 700 is a 
hinged floorplate magazine with three plus one capacity and receiver drilled and tapped 
for scope mounts. 

At the core of the Sendero is the legendary performance of the Model 700 bolt action 
platform. Crisp trigger, exceptionally fast lock time and rigid cylindrical receiver design 
further enhance this Model 700 rifle's accuracy. 

For the dedicated long-range hunter or precision shooter, the redesigned Model 700 
Sendero SF II is the ideal high performance, bolt action rifle. Available at a suggested 
retail price of $1085. 

Model 
700 Sendem SF IT 
Action 
I3oll1Magnum Long 
BBL Length 
26 inches 
Overall Lenii;th 
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46.625 inches 
Avg. Weight 
8 5 lhs 
Stock Material 
Black Composite 
Stock Fini~h 
Matte Gray Webbed 
BBL Material 
416 Stainless Steel 
BBL Finish 
Spin Polished 
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